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Abstract—As one principal element in Wireless Sensor 

Networks (WSNs), energy efficiency is very important in three-

dimensional (3D) heterogeneous wireless sensor networks 

(HWSNs). Thus, this paper considers energy balance problem in 

three-dimensional heterogeneous wireless sensor networks (3D 

HWSNs). Firstly, a nodes’ deployment model in 3D HWSNs is 

proposed. With this model, energy saving is achieved by 

distributing heterogeneous Sensor Nodes (SNs) evenly in 3D 

HWSNs. Then, this paper presents one model based on Game 

Theory, which model the packet transmission between SNs. 

Finally, we recommend one application of the proposed network 
model, i.e., the hierarchy structure for Internet of Things (IoT). 

Keywords—deployment; game theory; 3D heterogeneous 
wireless sensor networks; IoT 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A wireless sensor network (WSN) comprises of large 
number of sensor nodes deployed in the interested region [1], 
which is occasionally to monitor the surroundings. SNs can 
work in difficult conditions where it is impossible and 
infeasible for the human, which is one of the main advantages 
of SNs [2]. Therefore, researchers like to talk about WSNs 
which has become a hot research field for years. In particular, 
3D HWSNs is more worthy of our study. Heterogeneous 
network refers to heterogeneous node in this paper. 

In most WSN applications, to get a good Quality of Service 
(QoS) [3-4] is every SN’s desired state. It is very important for 
each SN in WSNs. Theoretically, scholars propose many 
algorithms, solutions and schemes for WSNs deployment issue. 
But a majority of them settle a matter in two-dimensional (2D) 
networks. However, 3D (three-dimensional) scenarios are fit 
for the model of true seabed terrain realistically and the 
requirements of many application areas. So it is the very 
meaningful to study the node deployment in 3D WSNs. 

In heterogeneous wireless sensor networks (HWSNs), 
different types of SNs have different resources. The basic 
operation of HWSNs is as follows. Firstly, SNs can sense, 
inspect and gather the sensed data. And then, they transmit the 
data to the sink nodes. Hence, sensor nodes perform sensing, 
computing and transmitting. Now the major constraint of each 
node is its battery, that is, each of them has only limited energy. 
In addition, the main energy consumption of HWSNs is the 
communication module [5]. Therefore, the main aim of this 
paper is the SNs’ energy utilization efficiently. How to deploy 

SNs and which order to collect data are two important factors 
in 3D HWSNs. Hence, to schedule various activities of SNs is 
worthy of study. Every node should undergo the four states, 
transmitting, receiving, listening or idle state. Each SN needs to 
expend its energy in a different state. The overall energy cost of 
SNs can be minimized by reasonably dispatching SNs’ energy 
consumption under monitoring and idle state [6]. During the 
process, each SN gets a different time slots, which has its own 
function to carry out, such as sending and receiving. This can 
prevent the data collision among sensor nodes. In energy 
constrained HWSNs, power-balance using could make network 
partitioning to be avoided, and prolong the network life [7-8]. 
The rigorous balancing scheme of sensor nodes’ deployment 
process can achieve this energy balance.  

Heretofore, there’s been an outpouring of studies on the 
nodes deployment of HWSNs. The authors of [9] proposed a 
TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) based system which 
uses the AP (Access Point) to directly synchronize and 
explicitly schedule the nodes' transmissions over TDMA time 
slots. There is the main disadvantage about this hierarchy. That 
is, the expenditure upon the operation of sensor clusters, inter-
group communication and interference [10]. In [11], they 
suggested an efficient algorithm including tree-based data 
fusion and conflict-free fusion schedule. Furthermore, the 
authors obtained a latency’s lower bound. In [12], the authors 
raised a data fusion protocol within IEEE 802.11, which is 
locally delayed bounded energy saving. Further, they also 
brought forward a energy-efficiency scheme that dispatched 
sensor activity. Based on cluster-based aggregation tree, the 
authors of [13] addressed the minimum latency scheduling 
algorithm. Meanwhile, they adopt a scheduling update scheme 
to apply in a dynamic-network topology. 

For capacity consumption and load balancing, the authors 
of [14] came up with a node-deployment strategy to get around 
this problem. That is, the scattered density of SNs increases 
with the distance from Base Station (BS). In [15], they 
indicated that forwarding packets needs lots of SNs to shun the 
energy-hole problem. When some SNs have transmitted data 
exceeded their loads, an energy hole is formed. To solve this 
problem, many scholars have conducted researches, such as 
literature [16], [17], and [18]. In [16], the authors settle this 
matter to adjust the transmission range, which has shown to 
extend network life. In [17], Jun, L., and Hubaux, J.P showed a 
removal strategy of sink nodes to get equilibrium of SNs’ 
power expenditure. In view of power expenditure and surplus 
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energy, a load balancer's routing for SNs to locally determine a 
next relay SN is proposed in [18]. All the schemes listed above 
have their own advantages and disadvantages. The behavior of 
sensor nodes is selfish in a general way. They would conflict to 
one another to reach power utility efficiency and connectivity 
[19]. But these nodes being selfish would like conquering 
conflict objectives to achieve energy efficiency and topology 
connectivity. As we all know, to solve this problem raised 
above, Game Theory is a very effective method [20]. 

This paper takes the isostatic energy and network lifetime 
of 3D HWSNs into account. Through the research, we find that 
energy disequilibrium is produced when the data relay between 
SNs (Sensor Nodes) and BS (Base Station). We put forward a 
DSGT ( Deployment Scheme based on Game Theory ) in 3D HWSNs 
to balance SNs’ energy expenditure and intensifying the 3D 
network lifetime. The following is introduced as shown below. 
Firstly, Section II shows a 3D network arrangement model, as 
well as perception, communication, and power models. This 
paper uses Game Theory to model the data transfer process in 
Section III. Then, we design a power equilibrium scheme for 
solving energy problem. Section IV describes one application 
of the suggested model in this paper, the hierarchy structure for 
the IoT. Finally, Section V concludes this paper with some 
mention about the future scope of our work. 

II. SYSTEM MODELS 

This Section shows a 3D network arrangement model, as 
well as perception, communication, and power models.. 

A. 3D Network Arrangement Model 

There are 3-type SNs considered in 3D HWSNs, that is, 
Base Station (BS), Cluster Heads nodes (CHs) or Sink nodes, 
and Sensors Nodes (SNs). In this paper, we assume that BS has 
a power source, and its power is infinite. Then, BS can be the 
central role in 3D HWSNs. CHs  and SNs  have their own 
primary power, and expend the same power when sensing, 
receiving or transmitting. SNs’ power is lower than CHs’ 
power. As a general rule, we spilled the nodes (including CHs  
and SNs ) stochastically and equably, and make them surround 
BS. Once deployed, we can divide CA (Coverage Area) in 3D 
HWSNs into individual parts, that is, 3D regular hexagonal 
prism. Figure 1 shows this model detailedly. The length of the 
base of each prism is r , height of each prism is h , and r h . 
Let's say 3D HWSNs is N -tier model. Then, the amount of 
prisms in tier- i  is 6i ( 1, 2,...,i N ). The regulation is that 

0i   shows 1 prism, i.e. BS at the center of the prism (named 
BS prism). As can be seen from Figure I, to tier- 0 , tier-1  is 
the closest. Similarly, tier- N  is the farthermost. The following 
defines every prism with j

iC , that is, the j -th prism in tier -

i ( , 1,2,..., (6 )i j i ). About every prism, CH is located at the 
center, and SNs are distributed around CH uniformly, forming 
a cluster. Here, the power of CH is larger than its nearest SNs. 
To keep the whole network operation, there should be enough  
SNs in one prism. 
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FIGURE I.  3D REGULAR HEXAGONAL PRISM MODEL 

The failure node is defined as that it consumes its power 
lower than a certain value  . After deployment, we assume 
that nodes are not movable, and in an ascertainable consistency. 
The communication process is briefly described below. CHs  
gather the perceptive data by their surrounded SNs  termly and 
conformably [21]. At the same time, the closer CHs  also 
transport the received information from the farther CHs  to BS 
prism. The farthest CHs  just percept and transfer their own 
information. To be facilitate analysis in theory, an ideal MAC 
tier is defined that there is no collisions and retransmissions. 

B. Perception and Communication Models  

As we all know, in 1 unit volume, if all points are within 
the realm of 1 SN’s active perception, we define the covered 
volume by [22]. Each node m  including CHs and SNs, has 
perceived and communication radius, defined as SR  and CR , 
respectively. In other words, as shown in Figure II, the 
perception and communication Models are spheres in 3D 
HWSNs, i.e., a sphere of radius SR  or CR  centered on m . 

 

FIGURE II.  3D PERCEPTION AND COMMUNICATION MODELS 

Assume that ( )s m  is the perception space of node m , 

( )c m  is the communication space, and ( )C M  is the covering 
space ( M is on behalf of a set of SNs). Hence, 

( ) ( )
m M

C M s m
 

 . Here, we define that 3D HWSNs is 

interconnected when with 1 hop or h  hops any 2 nodes 
actively talk to one another. If two nodes in the 3D network 
are 1 1 1( , , )X x y z  and 2 2 2( , , )Y x y z , respectively, then the 
Euclidean distance D  between them meet 
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It is assumed that two nodes X  and Y  can directly 
communicate if D  meet the following condition 

 CD R  

This paper adopts the transport protocol introduced in [21], 
which is the communication between CHs and BS.  

C. Energy Model 

In one prism j
iC , 1 2{ , , ,..., }j j

i i nC c v v v remarks all the 

active SNs. Its number of nodes in this prism j
iC  is 1n  . te  

denotes 1 SN’s power consumption on 1 packet transmission, 
and d  marks transmitting range. Then,  

 ( )te d kd e   

where e  is literal that is on behalf of all the power required for 
transmitting 1 packet. In addition,   represents the exponent of 
path losses, and k  means the coefficient of path losses in this 
paper, respectively. 

Assume that me  is the average power consumed by SN m  
transmitting 1 data. Power expended in sensing a packet is se . 
Then,  

 m s te e e   

Let mB  be SN m ’s cell capacity, and mT  be SN m ’s 
lifetime. Therefore,  

 m
m

m

B
T

e
  

Hence, T  denotes the average lifetime  of all SNs, and  


1

j
l

mj
m Cl

T T
C 

   

where j j
l iC C , and   denotes the number of one set. j

lC  

represents the amount of SNs to participate in the packet 
transfer process. 

We exclude these SNs if they run out of energy in j
iC . Let 

mk  be the RLC (Relative Life Coefficient), i.e., the ratio of the 

average lifetime T  and SN m ’s lifetime mT ,   

 m
m

T
k

T
  

III. ENERGY BALANCING MECHANISM 

We discuss energy balancing strategies of 3D Regular 
hexagonal prism model in 3D HWSNs in this segment. First, 
we recommend the packet transfer process based on Game 
Theory in Section III. Figure III shows 3 main periods in this 
process, that is, sensing period, transmitting period and 
receiving period.  

 
FIGURE III.  THE DATA TRANSMISSION PROCESS 

We assume mF  is the reaction function in this paper. All 

the SNs want their own mF  maximization in Game Theroy, but 
they must take other SNs’ strategies into account. We describe 
the above process as a Game, denoted as ( , , )j

lG C P F . In prism 
j

lC , Node m has its own tactics mp , and mF  is its settlement. 
As a result, we can get a Nash equilibrium if all the nodes 
couldn’t improve their performance criterion through adjusting 
their strategies unilaterally. 1 2' ( , ,..., )j

lC
p p p p  is a Nash 

equilibrium point, when 

 ( ') ( ' , ), ,0 1j
m m m m l mF p F p p m C p      

The above analysis shows that the appropriate adjustments 
of relevant parameters in this paper meet conclusions, in order 
to realize energy balancing. The equilibrium strategy is 
computed by CH due to the physical constraints of SNs in one 
prism. When this process finished, all SNs involved in this 
cluster will get the computation. In a cluster, a status chart 
about all SNs is kept in CH. To calculized a equilibrium set, the 
status chart should include one SN’s association attributes, 
liking energy consumption, alive or dead.  

IV. APPLICATION 

Section IV gives one application of the suggested models 
above, that is, a hierarchy structure of IoT. It also shows the 
traffic process of 3D regular hexagonal prism model. In Figure 
IV, RNs (or CHs) are made up of RFID readers, advanced 
processing and communication units, and their role is to fuse 
the packet collected by SNs and relay data to a BS. Several BSs 
interconnect to form a network which further uploads packet to 
the Internet.  

Transmitt
ing 

Sensing Receiving

First 
period 

Second 
period 

Third period
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FIGURE IV.  SYSTEM STRUCTURE FOR IOT DEPLOYMENT 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, to solve the energy-hole problem in 3D 
HWSNs, we study energy balance tactics which can enhance 
the network lifetime effectively. This paper lists 3D Network 
arrangement model, perception, communication, and power 
models.in detail. The data transfer process can be modeled as a 
Game to achieve energy fairness. Finally, one application is 
given to model the communication process of the suggested 
scheme, a hierarchy structure of IoT. Studying the other energy 
consumption models with the consideration of coverage, 
connectivity and energy efficiency in the IoT is our future 
research.  
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